Abstract. We propose a recommendation algorithm for learning materials that enhances learning efficiency. Conventional recommendation methods consider user preferences and/or levels, but they do not directly consider the learning efficiency. With our method, the learning efficiency is quantified by the expected improvement in the test score, and materials are recommended so as to maximize this expected improvement. The expected improvement is calculated with logistic regression models that employ the user's test result obtained before learning as input. Experimental results using fill-in-the-blank exercises for English learning show that our method yields major improvements in performance compared with random material recommendation.
Introduction
With the rapid growth of network and database technologies, e-learning systems have become widely used in various domains. With e-learning systems, the recommendation of suitable materials or exercises for each user is important because users have different learning levels, prior knowledge, and goals. In a textbook, the sequence of materials and exercises is fixed. This is very inefficient because some users find themselves undertaking exercises that are too easy or reading materials that are not examined in the target test.
In this paper, we propose a recommendation algorithm for learning materials that directly enhances learning efficiency. Although many personalized learning material recommendation algorithms have been proposed, they do not directly maximize learning efficiency. Instead, they consider user preferences or/and levels [1] [2] [3] [4] . With our method, the learning efficiency is quantified by the expected improvement in the test score, and materials are recommended so as to maximize the expected improvement. Intuitively speaking, our method recommends materials so that users provide correct answers to questions that they answered incorrectly prior to learning.
The expected improvement is calculated by logistic regression models [5] using the questions that the user answered incorrectly before learning as input. By training the logistic regression models using the learning log data and user test results, we can automatically extract information about which learning materials contribute to improvements in the test score. Since our method does not require meta data of the materials, it is applicable to any course.
Proposed Method

Preliminaries
Let x i and y i be variables that represent whether question i is correctly or incorrectly answered before and after the learning phases, respectively, as follows:
where x i = 0/y i = 0 means question i has not been answered before/after the learning phase. The results of the set of test questions V before and after the learning phase are represented by vectors x = (x i ) i∈V and y = (y i ) i∈V , respectively.
Let z j be a variable that represents whether material j is recommended in the learning phase as follows:
The recommended materials are represented by a vector z = (z j ) j∈M , where M represents a set of learning materials.
Recommendation algorithm
The goal of our method is to select materials to be used in the learning phase from a set of materials in order to enhance learning efficiency. Learning efficiency is quantified by the expected improvement in the test score. The expected improvement in the test score given recommended materials z is written as follows: where P (i) represents the probability that question i is asked in the test, P (i) + P (i) = 1, in whichP (i) represents the probability that question i is not asked in the test, P (x i = −1) represents the probability that question i is incorrectly answered before learning, and P (y i = 1|x i = −1, z) represents the probability that question i is correctly answered after the learning phase when the question i is incorrectly answered before the learning phase and materials z are recommended. In (4), E(z) is regarded as the expected number of questions that are incorrectly answered before the learning phase and correctly answered after the learning phase given recommended materials.
When the probabilities that questions are asked are uniform, and questions that are incorrectly answered before learning are known, the expected improvement in the test score can be simplified as follows:
where I(A) represents an indicator function, i.e. I(A) = 1 if A is true, I(A) = 0 otherwise. We use (5) as the expected improvement in the test score in the following sections for the simplicity. Our method sequentially selects a material that maximizes the expected improvement from materials that have not yet been recommended as follows:
where z = (z j ) j∈M represents currently recommended materials, and z +j represents recommended materials when material j is newly recommended, or z Table 1 shows the material recommendation procedure with our method. Examples of end conditions include those where the number of recommended materials, the expected improvement, or the time period of the learning phase exceeds a certain threshold.
Improvement model
When recommending materials, our method requires improvement model P (y i = 1|x i = −1, z), which is the probability of the improvement of question i given recommended materials z. The improvement is modeled based on logistic regression [5] as follows:
where µ i and θ i = (θ ij ) j∈M are unknown parameters. Intuitively speaking, µ i represents the ease with which question i is improved, and θ ij represents the influence of material j on the improvement of question i.
The unknown parameters Θ = {µ i , θ i } i∈V can be estimated by maximizing the following log likelihood using the learning log data and test results for a set of users N :
where x ni and y ni indicate whether question i is correctly or incorrectly answered by user n before and after the learning phases, respectively, and P (y ni = −1|x ni = −1, z n ) represents the probability that question i is incorrectly answered by user n after the learning phase when question i is incorrectly answered before the learning phase and materials z are recommended. The global optimum solution is guaranteed because the above log likelihood based on logistic regression models is a convex function.
Experiments
Setting
We evaluated our method using fill-in-the-blank questions for English learning, which are employed in many tests designed to evaluate grammatical knowledge, such as TOEIC and TOEFL. In the fill-in-the-blank questions used here, users select appropriate words with the correct grammar for the blank in the sentence from four options. We implemented a web-based e-learning system for the evaluation. In the experiment, a user takes a test before and after the learning phase (pre-test and post-test) to measure the effect of learning on improving the test score. One question is presented to a user on one web page, and the user answers each question in series. The questions in the pre-and post-tests are the same, and there are 40 questions, |V | = 40.
The materials recommended in the learning phase are fill-in-the-blank questions with solutions and explanations. One question is recommended to each user on one web page for learning, and the solution and explanation are presented on one web page after the user has answered the question. Please note that the users are not supplied with solutions and explanations in the pre-and posttests. There are 80 learning materials, or questions, |M | = 80, and 40 of these are recommended to each user in the learning phase. The learning materials are different from the questions in the pre-and post-tests. However, about half of the materials are related to test questions, for example they involve questions about the same idioms and grammatical rules.
Evaluation of improvement models
Our method requires improvement model P (y i = 1|x i = −1, z). We constructed and evaluated improvement models using the log data of 52 users with random material recommendations, |N | = 52. We compared improvement models based on the logistic regression in (7) with the Bernoulli distribution. The Bernoulli model assumes that the improvement does not depend on the recommended materials z. The parameters can be estimated based on the maximum likelihood.
For the evaluation measurement, we used the area under the ROC curve (AUC) of the problem to predict whether or not questions that were incorrectly answered in the pre-test are correctly answered in the post-test. A higher AUC represents better predictive performance. We computed AUC using leave-oneout cross-validation, which means that we used 52 evaluation data sets, in each of which one user's data are used for the evaluation and the data of the other 51 users are used for the training. Table 2 shows the AUC. The AUC of the improvement model based on the logistic regression is higher than that of the Bernoulli model, which implies that the recommended materials are important in terms of predicting the improvement in the score, and we can predict the improvement in the test score with the logistic regression model.
The highest and second highest θ ij were θ i1j1 = 0.388 and θ i2j2 = 0.208, respectively, where question i 1 and material j 1 are about the idiom 'stop by', and question i 2 and material j 2 are about the idiom 'across the street'. This result is natural because the recommendation of materials about the same idioms can improve the test score. Even though our method does not use information related to question or material content, it automatically extracts the relationship between questions and materials using the learning log data and test results.
We analyzed the relationship between questions and materials using question i 1 and material j 1 , which are about the idiom 'stop by', as an example. In the pre-test, 32 users answered question i 1 incorrectly. The probability of the user answering question i 1 correctly in the post-test when material j 1 was recommended wasP (y i1 = 1|x i1 = −1, z j1 = 1) = 15/17. In contrast, the probability when material j 1 was not recommended wasP (y i1 = 1|x i1 = −1, z j1 = 0) = 2/15. This result indicates that the recommendation of material j 1 is effective in improving the response to question i 1 . 
Evaluation of recommendation algorithms
We evaluated the learning efficiency of the proposed recommendation algorithm by comparing it with a random recommendation algorithm. 38 users studied materials recommended at random, and 49 users studied materials recommended by our method. Table 3 shows the average improvements in the test scores on a 100-point scale. Our method provided statistically significant increases compared with the random recommendation (one-tailed t-test, p < 0.04). In the questionnaires, 86% of users answered that there were helpful materials in the learning phase with our method.
Conclusion
We proposed a method for recommending learning materials that maximizes learning efficiency, or the expected improvement in the test score. The experimental results encourage us to believe that our learning material recommendation approach is promising and will become a useful tool for e-learning. Although we modeled the expected improvement in the test score with logistic regression using only the learning log data and test results, we could also use content information about the learning materials and test questions such as difficulties, and user attributes such as levels. We plan a further verification of our method by applying it to other courses of learning.
